AAU OER Africa Webinar 2 Chat Discussion
00:33:35
Neil Butcher: Hi everyone - to prevent a repeat of the Zoombombing
experience from our last webinar, chat will only come through to me as host
00:36:32
Neil Butcher: Message from Etta: I used the links to learning about using the
power point since I missed the last webinar and it was good. I am happy I learned a new
hard skill
00:49:05
Neil Butcher: Apologies to those experiencing problems with the slide
quality - unfortunately this is due to the screen sharing constraints in Zoom - there is little
we can do to change it
00:50:56
Neil Butcher: All slides will be shared tomorrow
00:57:43
Neil Butcher: Screen sharing seems improved
01:10:03
Neil Butcher: Links to all slides and the recording will be shared tomorrow,
from where you can click on these links
01:11:42
Neil Butcher: Our webinar today seems to be much better secured -would
participants be willing to allow me to open chat to all?
01:12:16
Neil Butcher: Strong support for opening chat
01:12:28
Neil Butcher: I will open shortly and then close immediately if there is any
abuse
01:12:47
Neil Butcher: I have opened it
01:13:33
DR Ndang Farinkia: Excellent, it feels great to be back on our regular
chats.....thank you Sir Neil Butcher.
01:13:43
Neil Butcher: I will shut immediately if there is any offensive message :)
01:13:56
Neil Butcher: You will need to select to chat to everyone
01:14:23
Mark Valentine Aikins:
Thanks
01:14:28
hdippenaarme.com: Copyright of resources made avaialble to students?
01:14:54
Sumaila Issah: alright
thank you
01:15:12
John McBride: There are lots of digital OERs
01:15:24
Naude: Thanks Neil and Andrew, these lectures are great but i have to run....
01:16:32
Edward Mujera:
I am currently experiencing poor sound quality. Could
be from my end? Any having the same problem as mine?
01:17:00
SchoemanH: Copyright query - use your own resources, use opensource
resources or something with a creative commons licence
01:17:02
Aghama:
Hi. Excited to connect from Nigeria. Waiting for 12h00.
Aghama Jesurobo here from Bells University of Technology, Ota.
01:17:03
Rose Cheptoo: Mine is good
01:18:00
Andrew Chen: Data is expensive
01:18:05
Edward Mujera:
Its now back! Thanks
01:18:14
Benard.Chirende:
How do I get permission to use those youtube videos
which are not under "creative common" filter.
01:19:06
Rita Kizito:
Sometimes the sound quality is affected by devices in short
vicinity of your Zoom conference
01:19:26
MILLY KWAGALA:
In Uganda, the sound is pretty fine! Ndejje University
affiliation.

01:20:07
John McBride: Sharing a YouTube link is not a copyright infringement. You
just can't download and edit the video.
01:20:09
SchoemanH: Don't download the video, merely provide the students with
the URL
01:20:39
George Ndhlovu:
How reliable is zoom app, of late there is some
comments that it is not secure. whats your comment
01:21:21
Neil Butcher: George, we had a problem with security in the last webinar mostly one needs to research how to set up meetings to ensure secure calls, which can be
done
01:21:33
Neil Butcher: Today's session is much more secure
01:22:04
George Ndhlovu:
Neil,Thank you
01:22:22
iPho +17207072699,,461142653# ne:
I love this. so we can start off
with low immediate with even social media and email
01:22:35
Dr Makuku: Let us emphasize that there is need to use highly interactive
materials as compared to materials used for face to face. The use of icons to explain, give
instructions etc may also keep students alert.
01:23:35
OUSSOU:
thank you to the organizers….. Iam learning lot of good things
01:23:36
SchoemanH: I have found that chunking high bandwidth resources into
smaller bites are easier for students
01:24:27
Dr Makuku: How about the use of micro-labs in disciplines like medicine?
How about the applications and softwares' affordability? What can be done.
01:24:30
897 9241 6597:
Dear all,
01:24:32
Etta Mercy Aki:
which is most advisable amongst the ERT resource
availability with regards to engaging students more?
01:24:49
SYLVAIN BAIZOUMI WAMBAE:
Dr Makuku you are right. I also realized
that this remote teaching need more skills, time and materials than the others
educationnals' methods
01:24:50
897 9241 6597:
Thank you for such a laudable initiative
01:25:17
Chongwain Lilly:
Hello Etta Mercy Aki
01:25:41
Etta Mercy Aki:
ohhhhhh Dr Chongwain
01:26:35
Rita Kizito:
We are also discovering that you should design as if your are
addressing your most marginalised student ( in terms of technology access )
01:27:38
SYLVAIN BAIZOUMI WAMBAE:
Yeah Rita. Poverty need to be taken in
consideration here.
01:27:54
Etta Mercy Aki:
So regardless of the bandwidth need in our systems,
we must take into consideration the needs of the learners
01:28:21
Ophilia:
I can't get the voice. I am lost
01:28:21
Rita Kizito:
For student engagement - WhatsApp is becoming increasingly
useful, provided you open an account or sim card fo teaching. Some academics do not want
to share their personal mobile numbers.
01:28:23
SYLVAIN BAIZOUMI WAMBAE:
Indeed
01:28:50
Dr Makuku: True WAMBAE, if time permitted, training of lecturers on how
to write such materials would be a very good thing. Unfortunately now it is firefighting.
01:29:03
SYLVAIN BAIZOUMI WAMBAE:
Whathapp is not good.
01:29:06
Etta Mercy Aki:
that's right Rita and my main challenge is managing
discipline through WhatsApp
01:29:16
YinkaOkoh: Is there no audio? I can't hear anything.

01:29:28
OUSSOU:
you're right Dr MAKUKU
01:29:47
Chongwain Lilly:
Etta Mercy , I think Bandwidth is important
01:29:50
Etta Mercy Aki:
WhatsApp can be used for instruction but it was not
built for that, it is not an instructional tool
01:30:02
DR Ndang Farinkia: I think it is easy to use WhatsApp, u just need to
learn....Dr Etta Mercy
01:30:08
Dr Makuku: Dear Kizito there is Telegram too which has even more
advantages than WhatsApp
01:30:15
SYLVAIN BAIZOUMI WAMBAE:
In fact w tried to use whathapp but it's
too difficult to follow debate, students with whap
01:30:36
Rasheed Sanni:
Hello Rita, does whatsApp has a face-to-face facility in
group? I find it somehow difficult having to type everything I want to say to my students
01:30:56
Rita Kizito:
Setting up " virtual teaching hours" is important, espcially
during COVID, because you have your family and other activities to consider.
01:31:22
Dr Makuku: Wambae, you can use blog and google classroom
01:32:58
Rita Kizito:
You can phone using video in WhatApp but it takes up too
much data for your students and yourself. Rather use voice recordings and text ( low tech).
01:33:05
Caroline Dimingu:
Thank you l am learning new techniques
01:33:23
John McBride: Thanks for this webinar. Very useful ideas.
01:33:30
HOXBY:
how does one stay out of plagiarism and security issues during
searching for online resources for students. and please what is the lms
01:33:47
SYLVAIN BAIZOUMI WAMBAE:
I'm using GOOGLE CLASSROOM. I Don't
really have problem… But in CAMEROON, my country, we have many olds lecturers who
Don't master the new educationals'Technology. So they are obliged to use what they know
well: WHATHAPP.
01:33:58
Dr Makuku: I encourage people to try Telegram. Just 2 advantages: 1. If a
students join later on the Telegram, they can access what was posted before they came on
board. This does not happen with WhatsApp. You see only those things posted when you
joined. Telegram carries up to 200 000 people but WhatsApp maximum 256 people.
01:34:58
Rose Cheptoo: @Hoxby, some searches show you which articles are open by
the licence. Google open licences- of learning materials
01:35:02
OUSSOU:
OK… Dr MAKUKU I will try Telegram
01:35:39
Dr Makuku: LMS means Learning Management System
01:35:40
SYLVAIN BAIZOUMI WAMBAE:
Télégram is far better and easier to use
01:35:48
HOXBY:
thks
01:36:15
Dr Makuku: OK OUSSOU you will like it.
01:36:33
Rita Kizito:
Thanks Dr Makuku. As long as l your students have access to
TELEGRAM. We try to use technologies students have easy access too.
01:36:59
Benadej:
Telegram is a free app on their phones of laptop
01:37:29
Nsikak-Abasi Etim: Do you imply that ERT is sort of continuation of a
teaching process that already began physically?
01:37:38
OUSSOU:
Ok…..Dr MAKUKU. Is it possible to share pdf documents using
Telegram?
01:37:40
Dr Chu Ambe: D
01:37:44
Dr Makuku: Dear Rita, They just download from the Play store the way we
do with WhatsApp.

01:38:01
Unity Chipunza:
Telegram is quite an excellent option, wish our data
providers consider including it in their data bundles like (WhatsApp) list so it can be cheaper
for users.
01:38:03
SYLVAIN BAIZOUMI WAMBAE:
Yes Dr OSSOU
01:38:24
Rita Kizito:
We will try TELEGRAM .
01:38:27
OUSSOU:
OK…. Thanks
01:38:35
SYLVAIN BAIZOUMI WAMBAE:
You can easily share all documents,
support that you want
01:39:13
Dr Makuku: OUSSOU, you download the application from Playstore the
way you do with WhatsApp. It works in the same way that you use WhatsApp in principle.
Almost the same.
01:39:46
Unity Chipunza:
@OUSSOU, yes you can share any type of file (PDF
included) using telegram\
01:40:28
OUSSOU:
Thanks all of you
01:40:36
Rasheed Sanni:
You will be surprise how many of your students have it
Telegram already
01:40:41
SYLVAIN BAIZOUMI WAMBAE:
you are WELCOME
01:41:03
Dr Chu Ambe: Dr Etta WhatsApp is really economical within the context of
our students to understand and use the technology. I think that we need to engaged our
students to understand how to use more sophisticated technologies.
01:42:00
Rasheed Sanni:
Use of Telegram is not different from this he way we
use WhatsApp
01:42:38
SYLVAIN BAIZOUMI WAMBAE:
I think that the main problem is not
Whathapp, telegram or Something else… The real problem for us in Africa is the connection.
01:42:57
Severino Machingambi:
This presentation is very empowering, we are
all undergoing a process of relearning
01:43:39
iPho +17207072699,,461142653# ne:
it is empowering indeed
01:43:45
Etta Mercy Aki:
exactly and we are using google classrooms, WhatsApp
was not built has an instructional tool and therefore has limitless challenges for teaching
and learning Dr. Except we are doing a lecture dominant session
01:43:51
Olivier Lekeufack:
poor connexion indeed
01:44:04
Dr Makuku: Dr CHU, I said Telegram works in the same way with
WhatsApp but has more than 4 advantages over WhatsApp. Of late, I am seeing more and
more people subscribing to telegram.
01:44:41
sr faustina: sure
01:44:58
DR Ndang Farinkia: I think the issue is not the platform you are using but
whether the students have a mastery of what u are using, in any case u will need to teach
them to know their way around the technology before using it are a learning platform, else
u see them dropping all sorts of things in the group, according to user friendliness, Telegram
needs more skills to manage it than WhatsApp, when have to add users and use BOTs to pin
thinks.....etc.....so stay with what you are familiar with and learn the others until you feel
comfortable it is not advisable to use it as a learning tool, that is my take, WhatsApp,
Telegram and close and better for low bandwidth while, Google Classroom, Zoom, Moodle,
are really for high bandwidth, not ideal for Cameroonian learners and most African
countries where the internet speed is still low.
01:45:05
Dr Makuku: Dr CHU kindly check my response to OUSSOU

01:45:21
OUSSOU:
Dr MAKUKU, I will contact you very soon to discuss about
Quality Assurance
01:45:40
Etta Mercy Aki:
U re right Dr Farinkia
01:45:45
Funso Kutu: Absolutely true Moore, lecturers need to engage with ERT for
us to partly address to a great extent, our current challenge
01:45:57
Dr. Abdalla: I do agree with WhatsApp. it is successfully used here in our
Abrar University, Somalia but we will try you other means
01:45:59
gerda.vanderlinde: Dr Makuku I do not know Telegram. W a lecturer be
able to video call for example about 360 students at once via Telegram?
01:46:01
Rita Kizito:
None of the tools we use, evem Microsoft and Google
products were initally designed for education. There aren;t enough educators in the ICT and
APP design space.
01:46:14
SYLVAIN BAIZOUMI WAMBAE:
I tell You Dr Lekeufack. Most of my
students are in CHAD AND NIGER… It's not easy for the to join my class in time or to submit
theirs works. What i do it to give them more time for it
01:46:46
Dr Chu Ambe: Dr Maluku I have seen it . My challenge is even both lecturers
and students having an understanding on how to use the technology
01:47:05
jfatokun:
Google Classroom or Moodle are for educational purposes. Try
Google classroom
01:48:03
OUSSOU:
I also like Google Classroom…..I have to learn in order to
master it
01:48:34
YinkaOkoh: Google Classroom is indeed tailored to Classroom learning
01:48:46
Dr Chu Ambe: learning a technology in the teaching process will be very
terrible
01:48:59
Anne Sikwibele (Galaxy:
did not follow how to apply the learning map
01:50:04
Neil Butcher: Anne, there are resources you can link to from the PPT slides
to learn more - we will share them tomorrow
01:50:38
jfatokun:
ok
01:50:50
Mark Valentine Aikins:
I love Google Classroom
01:50:50
Aghama:
The beauty about using LMS is the structure it provides for
courses. Enabling students to follow a learning plan which aids their learning process.
01:51:04
Rita Kizito:
Google Classroom is great but some institutions do not
subscribe to it. There are instituional policies to navigate as well.
01:51:20
DR Ndang Farinkia: Exactly Dr Chu, that is my concern with what we
recommend to colleagues, it is better to stick to what you, try and manage it well to get use
the environment, some times you may ask help from students who have mastery behind, I
do that when need be.......
01:51:46
YinkaOkoh: @Dr Chu Ambe, there is nothing terrible about it sir. Just
google for how to use your preferred Technology on line. You will avalanche of YouTube
videos that will demonstrate it. Best wishes.
01:51:59
Etta Mercy Aki:
We can just stick to what we know even when its not
working
01:52:17
Rita Kizito:
Oh oh Etta!!
01:52:26
Nsikak-Abasi Etim: How can I get a better hold of what LMS is?
01:52:35
Aghama:
We run our own version of moodle (self-hosted) and it's been
a journey helping faculty and students learn to navigate the LMS and also integrating Office
365

01:52:52
DR Ndang Farinkia: @Rita Kizito, Google Classroom is free, all u need is a
Gmail account that is all, go to www.classroom.google.com......u can learn from that of this
conference we are already using
01:52:55
Dr Makuku: No the best way is to learn other available options. Technology
is good. You navigate and get your way
01:53:08
Abayomi DARAMOLA: I am learning from this side classroom in addition to
the main webinar thanks all.
I hope we can follow one another on linkedin and twiter
@updaramola

https://twitter.com/updaramola
https://www.linkedin.com/in/abayomi-s-daramola-38444337/
01:54:03
Galaxy A9 (2018) Oluwasola: How do we get the students connected to the
learning plarform
01:54:06
Dr. Abdalla: Yes google is successful here with us in combination with
WhatsApp group classes
01:54:16
DR Ndang Farinkia: I think the demonstration will help colleagues who are
new to GOOGLE CLassroom
01:54:34
Rita Kizito:
Dr Ndang. I use Google classroom personally not in my
institution. There we use the LMS that the whole institution prescribes to.
01:54:44
iPho +17207072699,,461142653# ne:
Waoo. this is great.
01:55:01
Sebitek:
Thank you
01:55:07
Etta Mercy Aki:
WhatsApp will work best as an information board only
01:55:25
Nsikak-Abasi Etim: thanks @ Tony
01:55:31
sr faustina: yes we need the demonstration please
01:55:57
Lucy B. K:
Thanks very much
01:55:59
Dr Makuku: The reality is that the World is moving towards technology use
and so we need not have technophobia and embrace all ICT teaching resources.
01:56:06
Chongwain Lilly:
Hello, Dr. Ndang, You may need your students emails
01:56:08
Abdullahi Liman Tukur:
Good have gotten a bit of a great experience
01:56:08
Kassa Michael:are available online. we better have them and follow
01:56:13
Nwaohiri Ngozi Maria:
Google classroom demo is important.
01:56:46
Galaxy Tab A (2016): This is great! Thank you very much.
01:57:00
Rita Kizito:
Etta, I don't agree. We are just publishing an article soon
where we have used it for discussions sucessfully.
01:57:02
Kiran Odhav: Speech is cutting
01:57:09
Thulisile Mngomezulu:
Thank you very much. the session was very
empowering. What a learning experience it was.
01:57:34
iPho +17207072699,,461142653# ne:
yes
01:57:37
Katsinde:
Dr Makuku how can I get this session's information. I did not
get from the previous one
01:58:15
Joyce N. Vilakati:
Thanks, I enjoyed the webinar. Looking forward to the
subsequent.
01:58:34
Rita Kizito:
Andrew and Neil, thank for a very engaging and useful
webinar.

01:58:48
sr faustina: Through what means can we get the slides?
01:58:54
Etta Mercy Aki:
I am waiting Kizito cos the anonymity can infuse a lot of
discipline issues and every teacher knows that classroom management is an effective
component of a successful class
01:59:05
Kassa Michael:really helpful
01:59:14
Dr Makuku: Will make sure you receive them.
01:59:17
Prof Ibby Kakulu, Nigeria:
In my university, I have shared the PowerPoint
presentation from Webinar 1 with members of our University Senate and other lecturers
01:59:18
Katsinde:
Very informative. Thank you so much.
01:59:24
Anne Sikwibele (Galaxy:
good session again thanks
01:59:26
Neil Butcher: I will send a link to the slides via email tomorrow
01:59:32
Dr Makuku: Good you attended. Thanks.
01:59:45
Dr Makuku: Mai Chipunza, good you attended
01:59:48
Galaxy Tab A (2016): From Clara Olele: Thank you very much. This is great.
01:59:58
Galaxy A9 (2018) Oluwasola: will look forward to the e-mail from neil
02:00:01
09400167:
Thank you
02:00:05
Prof Ibby Kakulu, Nigeria:
Thanks Andrew
02:00:06
Dr Makuku: Mr Katsinde good you attended
02:00:06
SYLVAIN BAIZOUMI WAMBAE:
thank you
02:00:07
Etta Mercy Aki:
Thank you all. Thank you Andrew
02:00:07
sr faustina: Thanks so much
02:00:09
hdippenaarme.com: Thank you!
02:00:12
Kukunda:
thank you.
02:00:15
Hortense ATTA DIALLO:
Great webinar series!! Very informative
02:00:18
Prof Ibby Kakulu, Nigeria:
Thank you all
02:00:19
Fatima Ladan Yusuf: Thank you very much. Excellent presentation.
02:00:25
Wandile:
Thank you!
02:00:26
Nsikak-Abasi Etim: Thanks so much for the Webinar
02:00:27
Joyce Nduna: Thank you!
02:00:31
Benadej:
Thank you. This was very informative. Looking forward to the
next sessions.
02:00:32
Fatima Ladan Yusuf: see you in next webinar
02:00:33
OUSSOU:
THANK YOU VERY MUCH
02:00:34
SchoemanH: Thank you!
02:00:37
Olivier Lekeufack:
thank you
02:00:37
Alhassan Sulemana: Thank you!
02:00:38
Rasheed Sanni:
Nice presentation, it’s been helpful; thank you.
02:00:42
ROSELYNE:
Thank you for this session
02:00:44
Dr. Abdalla: Great day with you all
02:00:45
Funso Kutu: Thanks for the great day
02:00:49
Morufane.Phasha:
Thank you very much, very informative.
02:00:53
Scholastica Lewis:
Thanks, i enjoy the webiner. But i joined late. Looking
forward for PPT.
02:00:54
Kiran Odhav: thanks: can I get contact with the AAU person
02:00:54
margaretgyapong:
Thank you very much for the webinar. It was useful
02:01:03
Isabel: Thank you it was great!
02:01:08
DR MNGOMA: Thanks

02:01:10
Nwaohiri Ngozi Maria:
Great opportunity and upskilling. Thanks to
Neil, Andrew.
02:01:12
Khumalonp: thank you so much, looking forward to get the presentation
02:01:14
ANDROID BT: Thank you for a highly enlightening session. I am privileged.
02:01:21
DR Ndang Farinkia: A really hack free Neil Butcher, it was amazing.....we
thank you and all the presenters.....wonderful team, we look forward to seeing us come 4th
May, this is very collabortive
02:01:26
Mohamad Mohamed Mostafa hefny:
Thank you very much
02:01:29
BenderC:
Much appreciated. It was GREAT. Stay safe!!
02:01:35
Chongwain Lilly:
please invite me
02:01:38
Rita Kizito:
Bye

